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Contribution Opportunities
Make the most of your financial contribution by reaching a targeted audience of medical professionals. We invite you to
look at the suggested educational grant packages below. Any creative initiatives are welcome and will be considered by
the Organizing Committee.
To confirm your choice of grants please complete the contribution form.
For any questions, please contact us at cardio@jpdl.com.

Educational Grant Inclusions
Platinum
Contributor
$100,000 to
$75,000 CAD

Contribution
Or

74 999 $ to
50 000 $ CAN

Silver
Contributor
$49,999 to
$25,000 CAD

Bronze
Contributor
$24,999 to
$10,000 CAD

Package Inclusions
Platinum Contributor (Maximum: 4)
$75,000 CAD to $100,000 CAD
• Opportunity to organize a 45-minute Satellite Symposium (see contribution form for available windows)
• One mail out (email) to all participants inviting them to your Satellite Symposium
• Your Satellite Symposium announced in a program remitted onsite
• 6 entrances for your Satellite Symposium only
• Participants list (name, institution, city and country), 2 weeks prior to the Symposium (upon request)
• 3-time recognition in e-blasts sent to delegates prior to the Symposium
• 8 complimentary Symposium registrations for representatives from your company
• Your logo and hyperlink on the Symposium web site acknowledging your contribution status
• Your logo printed in the final program
• Printed and on-screen signage throughout the event at the venue
• One thank-you mail out (email) to all participants after the Symposium
• Acknowledgement through the Symposium social media platforms
• Display your Roll-up Banner in the coffee break area
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Gold Contributor (Maximum: 8)
$50,000 to $74,999 CAD
• Opportunity for a Working Luncheon Wokshop for 25 persons
• Participants list (name, institution, city and country), 2 weeks prior to the Symposium (upon request)
• 2-time recognition in e-blasts sent to delegates prior to the Symposium
• 6 complimentary Symposium registrations for representatives from your company
• Your logo and hyperlink on the Symposium web site acknowledging your contribution status
• Your logo printed in the final program
• Printed and on-screen signage throughout the event at the venue
• Acknowledgement through the Symposium social media platforms
• Display your Roll-up Banner in the coffee break area

Silver Contributor
$25,000 to $49,999 CAD
• 1-time recognition in e-blasts sent to delegates prior to the Symposium
• 4 complimentary Symposium registrations for representatives from your company
• Your logo and hyperlink on the Symposium web site acknowledging your contribution status
• Your logo printed in the final program
• Printed and on-screen signage throughout the event at the venue
• Acknowledgement through the Symposium social media platforms
• Display your Roll-up Banner in the coffee break area

Bronze Contributor
$10,000 to $24,999 CAD
• 2 complimentary Symposium registrations for representatives from your company
• Your logo and hyperlink on the Symposium web site acknowledging your contribution status
• Your logo printed in the final program
• Printed and on-screen signage throughout the event at the venue
• Acknowledgement through the Symposium social media platforms
• Display your Roll-up Banner in the coffee break area
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Additional Customized Contribution Items

Upon approval from the Organizing Committee, the items listed below with an asterisk (*) could be offered in-kind as
opposed to a financial contribution. Each item is an exclusive visibility (for a single contributor).
Notepad in hard cover*

$ 15 000

Pen*

$ 5 000

Lanyard*

$ 5 000

Roll-up Banner

$ 5 000

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

45-Minute Satellite Symposia
With a minimum grant of $75,000, contributors are
offered the opportunity of presenting a satellite
symposium, held outside of the core scientific program,
on Wednesday, May 31, 2017 or Thursday June 1, 2017.
Your symposium will be listed in a separate program
remitted on site. Each company is responsible for its own
symposium costs as well as for invitations and additional
mailings.
Places are limited. Please complete and return the
contribution form at your earliest convenience. The
Organizing Committee will make its selection based on
contribution level, academic criteria and fair rotation
amongst contributors.
Working Luncheon Workshop
With a minimum grant of $50,000, the Working Luncheon
Workshop offers you an opportunity to address delegates
directly, on Friday, June 2, 2017 between 12:15 and 13:15.
Presentation topics must be pre-approved.
Basic audio-visual equipment package included in the
sponsorship: screen, projector and 1 microphone. A buffet
working luncheon will be provided for 25 people. Any
additional menu items please contact the Secretariat at
cardio@jpdl.com for details and pricing.
Places are limited. To secure your place complete and
return the contribution form at your earliest convenience.

works hard to gather key players in the field of cardiology
and we appreciate that our partners do not solicit the
same restricted pool of cardiologists during that time. We
hope that you benefit from the 2nd Heart Team Summit Montreal Live Symposium and that, if you wish to
maximize your implication and visibility, you do it with us
and not to the detriment of other partners and the main
Symposium. We ask that you respect this code of ethics so
we can preserve the healthy climate we have been
privileged to have so far. We thank you in advance for your
usual collaboration.
Payment Instructions and Schedule
Upon confirmation: please send your cheque for 50% of
total contribution with a copy of this form.
The remaining 50% must be received at the latest on
March 1, 2017.
Cheques must be made payable to:
Institut de Cardiologie de Montréal
and mention the :
Symposium de cardiologie interventionnelle
Cheques must be addressed to:
Michèle Plante
Centre de recherche
Institut de Cardiologie de Montréal
5000, rue Bélanger
Montréal H1T 1C8
Canada

Partners Collaboration
In the past, it was implied that partners could not offer
parallel activities during the scientific program and that
included Satellite Symposia. The Organizing Committee
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